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For companies considering building a mobile app:
A curation of primary reasons in support.
CJ Green

ITEMS TO CONSIDER:
The different ways that are available to customers who want to contact you.
Typically these would include:
•
•
•
•
•

A physical visit to a bricks and mortar location
An email to relevant department
A written letter to relevant department
A telephone call to an inbound contact centre
A visit to any of your online assets

Which communication avenues do customers mostly prefer? Has this changed in the last ten years? Are there any
noteworthy trends that will help you accommodate any diversifying preferences?
Other consideration include a customer’s specific reason for interfacing.
These typically include:
•
•
•

An enquiry or research into product/s or service/s and their pricing
A customer service enquiry such as a repair, cancellation, exchange, upgrade, location enquiry, or scheduling
A booking, reservation, estimate, assessment, and purchase

Some companies report a correlation between medium of communication and a particular service
e. g A telephone call is usually preferred method for cancellation of service
The purpose of this document is to highlight research into online behaviour, more specifically, the online ratio
as it pertains to Desktop Vs Mobile, and, Mobile Website VS Mobile App.
The ultimate question that this document is looking to answer is whether there is data supporting the idea
that some customers prefer the user experience of interfacing via a mobile app over desktop, and mobile
Website.

This recent study by comScore indicates that general online use is now predominantly mobile and
reinforces the idea that the trend is that desktops are increasingly being used for mainly offline activity.

Be Visible to Customers at All Times
Statistics show that the average American spends more
than two hours a day (!) on his or her mobile device.
While probably only a handful of applications make up
the bulk of this total usage, it doesn’t change the fact that
each user has to unlock, scroll, and scan their device for
the apps they’re looking for. Being “in the way” can be an
advantage to your company, as our mind unconsciously
does record every image and text (or well-designed app
icon!) it comes across — even if it happens unnoticed.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/allbusiness/2014/11/17/heres-why-your-business-needs-its-own-mobile-app/#6557581f327f

CONCLUSION:

The research has indicated that there is a significant shift in the volume of traffic coming to mobile website and mobile app at the expense of desktop
visits.
Mobile websites seem to be inheriting in excess of 60% of traffic from desktop, with mobile app inheriting 40%.
However, research strongly supports that mobile apps are far more beneficial for businesses than mobileweb for reasons such as data and branded
exposure frequency through icon.
The is no reason to indicate that this trend will reverse. Companies tracking the origin of their digital visits will also start feeling a more mobile centric
customer base, where the source ratio will change in dominance between mobileweb/app/desktop.
Personal gleanings from industry data suggest that to accurately assess customers communication preferences - The website, a mobile website, and
mobile app need to be equally ubiquitous.
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